
Book Binding
book n. Abbr. b., B., bk.1. A volume made up of written or printed pages fastened along one side and encased between pro-
tective covers. 2. Any written or printed literary work. 3. A bound volume of blank or ruled pages. 4. Plural. Volumes that 
are mysterious, filled with wisdom and wonders just waiting to be read.

“What is a book? A series of little printed signs-essentially only that. It is for the reader to supply himself the 
forms and colors and sentiments to which these signs correspond. It will depend on him whether the book be dull 
or brilliant, hot with passion or cold as ice. Or, if you prefer to put it otherwise, each word in a book is a magic 
finger that sets a fiber of our brain vibrating like a harp-string, and so evokes a note from the sounding- board of 
our soul. No matter how skillful, how inspired, the artist’s hand; the sound it wakes depends on the quality of the 
strings within ourselves.” Anatole France

“...All that mankind has done, thought, gained or been...is lying as in magic preservation in the pages of books.” 
Thomas Carlye

“In a book the artist controls the combinations and ordering of different bits of information.” David J. Henry

Binding means to make, fasten, or secure (bind in Latin is ligare, and lygein in Greek, means to knot). The 
Greek word, lygos (wickerwork) stems from the Sanskrit Ling-ami, which means “to fold or embrace;” so, 
the etymological connections are evident in this case; bookbinding stands for securing one sheet or folio, 
a term used for writing paper, with a thread. The Latin word folium means “a leaf,” like the leaf of a tree. 
The Latin work for book, liber, means “the bark or rind of a tree.” Book (liber), therefore, is the inner-
most part of three strata making up the bark of a tree: rind, sapwood and bark—the surface on which 
our ancestors mainly wrote. From this use came the word “book,” understood as any material containing 
writing.



Artists’ Books
“There is no doubt the artist’s book has become a developed artform in the 20th century. In many ways it could 
be argued that the artist’s book is the quintessential 20th century art form.” - Johanna Drucker

It would be hard to find an art movement in the 20th century which does not have some component in 
the artists’ book attached to it. Cubist Art, Russian and Italian Futurism had many practitioners commit-
ted to books as a major part of their work as well as in movements such as Expressionism, Surrealism 
in Western and Eastern Europe, Dada in Europe and the United States, as well as post-war movements 
such as Lettrism, Fluxus, Pop Art, Conceptualism, Minamalism, the Women’s Art Movement, and Post 
Modernism to the present mainstream art world concerns with multiculturalism and identity politics.

Definitions are difficult to specify.  Artists’ books take every possible form, participate in every possible 
convention of book making, every possible “ism” of mainstream art and literature, every possible mode 
of production, every shape, every degree of ephemerality or archival durability. 
 
Some things that may constitute bookness are: pages, covers, binding, sequence, narration, illustration, 
table of contents, durability, portability, shape, purpose, meaning, use, acceptance, ISBN number, book-
shelve-ability, etc. The more of these characteristics a book has, the more we can say it has bookness.

This framework helps define and explain why some objects like a dodecahedron, accordion fold or piano 
hinge and a pack of cards can have bookness.

Artists’ books attract words. When form and content are indivisible and the message is an exciting one, 
a journey through an artists’ book is a strikingly potent experience and, usually, an intimate one. 



Inventive Structures
In the history of the book, the codex gradually replaced the scroll and the accordion book. Pages con-
nected to the spine, in the codex form, facilitate immediate and random access to the contents. Compact 
and portable, this complex device can hardly be improved upon for handling and storage. It still remains 
the preferred format.

However, as with all mono cultures, a price has been paid with a loss of diversity and surprise. 

Noted for their paper mechanics, designers of children’s books have exerted an influence on the struc-
turing of artists’ books, many of which considerable use of pop-ups, cutouts, and accordion folds. While 
such procedures serve a practical purpose in attracting the attention of children by reminding them of 
toys and games, they fulfill an esthetically expressive purpose in the artist book and, in addition, force 
adults to questions their own approach to reading. Instead of conforming to traditional formats, artists’ 
books tend more often than not to impose their own special rules. 

Some examples of Inventive Structures:
Star Book
Chinese Star Book
Accordion Fold
Piano Hinge Book
Jacob’s Ladder
Tunnel Book
Pop-Up Book



Personal Narrative
Personal Narrative relates to an event, incident or experience in the writer/artists own life, often 
presented in chronological order. Personal narrative incorporates vivid descriptive details as well as 
thoughts, feelings and reactions of the writer/artist.

The way in which a book is articulated gives each book its unique identity. A sequence can be made to 
move very quickly — the flip book is the extreme of this, but there are other sequences which offer 
very little resistance or else a great deal of momentum and thus move rapidly. 

The self-conscious use of a literary conventions increases the readers’ awareness that there are such 
conventions and that they help structure meaning. The visual elements of the page structure are more 
elusive in their meaning — while a running head, for instance, reminds a reader of their place in the text, 
neither a gutter nor a margin is assigned a particular symbolic role. Both serve a visual function — to 
contain a text block, keep the spine from swallowing the type, and generally improve legibility. Both gut-
ter and spine are created in the making of the book  — the gutter in the binding and the margin through 
decisions about the trimming. They may seem to perform passive functions which facilitate rather than 
contribute to meaning of a page. But in an artists’ book, these elements often become points of focus for 
the investment of meaning.

There are books in which there are contradictory sequences, in which the reader is forced to think in 
non-linear routes. Narratives that allow the reader to connect with the artist/writer on metaphorical 
levels, allowing the reader/writer to understand the narrative as their own story. A personal narrative of-
ten touches the human condition, above and beyond autobiography.



Content and Concept
“Artists’ books are a unique genre, ultimately a genre which is as much about itself, its own forms and traditions, as any other art form or activ-
ity. But it is a genre as little bound by constraints of medium or form as those more familiar rubrics “painting” and “sculpture” which also cover a 

tremendous range of activity.” Johanna Drucker

When Marcel Duchamp installs a urinal in a museum, it is art. If Sophie the plumber installs a urinal in 
the same museum’s lavatory, it’s a toilet and nothing more.

Intent is everything. An artists’ book is different from other books simply because it conceived and ex-
ecuted from the beginning as a work of art by its creator. Nothing anyone thinks changes the original in-
tent of the artist.

There are conceptual works which come into being only in the book form which serve as their record 
and their embodiment. Systems such as mapping and diagramming elaborate geographic spaces in the 
book formmean one can learn the shape of movements and their visual and spacial gestalt. The book is 
the completed piece, not the documentation.

Another aspect of conceptual books can be based in the fundamental principles of finitude and sequence.  
These books take form from graphic to linguistic, grouping and regrouping, books intended to be per-
formed or read in performance itself where the book is the project and the record. 

Conceptual books contain repetition to mark one’s movement, apply archeological principles, or the idea 
of averages. One can exploit the structure and conventions of book form to the fullest: the momentum 
of the narrative is interrupted and fleshed out with other information visual: material, jokes, puns, a rich 
array of graphic elements which continually expand the world of the book form.














